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Abstract:

We present a new model for task analysis based on the ecological approach initiated by Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA). This model aims to improve the implementation of the theoretical principles involved in the ecological approach of a work system. More precisely, under current CWA, task analysis uses Rasmussen’s ladder. However, this approach fails to highlight the contextual constraints on the task. Our model is based on the Turing Machine formalism and takes into account the variety of situations that can be experienced by an agent, and especially degraded situations of work. Moreover, it can model the concept of affordance-specifying information. We show that this formalism can be applied to a prototypical task like opening a door.
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1. Introduction

In ergonomics and engineering, task analysis is a critical stage in the description of a work system. Its aim is to oversee what information needs to be processed by operators and what kind of operations need to be performed in order to control the work system. Numerous methods have been proposed in the literature (for a review see Stanton et al., 2005). These task analysis methods fall into two main categories (Bainbridge, 1997), sequential and contextual approaches. In the sequential approach the task is considered as a sequence of processing stages that must be respected by the operator. The contextual approach leads to perceive task as a choice among several processes according to a context.

The sequential approach in task analysis usually considers task either as a goal oriented hierarchical network, in which an overall goal can be reached by going through the process of subgoals or actions (Hierarchical Task Analysis - HTA, Annett, 2004; Goal Operator Method Selection - GOMS, Kieras, 1997), or as a set of cognitive stages that must be serially processed (Norman, 1988; Rasmussen 1986). Several limits of the sequential model of the task --lack of flexibility to retrace the degrees of freedom available to the operator, lack of sensitivity as regards contextual constraints-- led to the development of contextual models of the task (Critical Decision Method, Klein and Armstrong, 2004; Suchman, 1987; Cognitive Work Analysis, Vicente, 1999). Contextual models suggest that, in the scope of a task, the operator activates cognitive resources to cope with constraints from the work environment, without a pre-determined specific sequence for resources activation.

This contextual approach is particularly highlighted in the theoretical postulates of Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) proposed by Vicente (1999). In CWA, work constraints are qualified as ecological since they refer to demands coming from the work domain requiring an adaptation from operators. Ecological constraints shape the kind of task that can be performed, the strategies, the tools to use, the organisational modalities of work, and finally the cognitive processes that must be engaged by operators. The first step of CWA is Work Domain Analysis (WDA), which constitutes the foundation on which it is developed (see Vicente, 2002; Burns
and Hadjuckewicz, 2004 for a review). The second step of CWA concerns task analysis, and has received relatively less theoretical specification. Even though specific techniques and methods are not advocated for CWA, Rasmussen (1986) suggested using a sequential task model: the decision ladder (see for instance Dominguez, 1997; Naikar, 2006). To cope with drawbacks due to the sequential character of the decision ladder model, significant nuances were introduced by Rasmussen (1986). One such nuance is shortcuts in task processing. The observation of a relevant fact for instance, can directly lead to the activation of a procedure. Another variation is that information processing can be initiated at any one of the cognitive steps and does not necessarily finish with execution. Also, Rasmussen declared that the model was a mere template for the description of information processing which could deviate from this rigid sequence. But despite this added flexibility, the decision ladder does not really fit in a contextual approach (Bainbridge, 1997; Vicente, 1999). Particularly, CWA implies that ecological constraints of the domain be gradually replaced by cognitive constraints, whereas the architecture of the decision ladder is only based on specifications coming from the cognitive constraints. For Rasmussen et al. (1994), and Vicente and Rasmussen (1990), the work domain can be viewed as man-made ecology composed of a hierarchy of affordances described through the WDA. The concept of affordance which brings in a continuous link between ecological and cognitive constraints (Gibson, 1979) cannot be directly retrieved within the Rasmussen’s ladder.
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The purpose of this paper is to present a task model bridging the contextual and cognitive constraints involved in the task through the concepts of affordance and affordance-specifying information. Our model is based on the Turing Machine formalism, which has been proposed by Wells (2002) to model affordances and cited by Bubb (2006) as a fitting model for work analysis.

In the next section, we will present the formalism of the Turing Machine and its use for modelling affordance and affordance-specifying information. Section 3 presents the principles
of a task analysis by Turing Machine. Section 4 concerns the application to an elementary
domain (a door system) and its comparison with a sequential approach through the HTA
method. Section 5 discusses this methodological proposal.

2. Turing Machine Formalism and its application to affordance, and affordance-specifying
information modelling

2.1. Turing Machine principles

Turing (1936, 1937) notes that every calculus can be performed with the help of a paper
tape composed of an infinite number of squares. In each square, the calculator agent is able to
write a symbol chosen from a finite set of symbols, for example \{0, 1, #\}. At any time, the
action of the calculator agent is a consequence of the symbols observed on the paper tape and of
its “mental state”. Like the symbol number, the number of possible mental states is finite. Each
operation of the agent modifies the system composed by the agent and the paper tape on the
scale of a given square. The elementary operations can be:

1. Read the symbol in the observed square (reading);
2. Replace the symbol read in the observed square (transformation);
3. Move the tape to the left or the right side, to the next square (movement);
4. Change in the mental state of the agent (change of state).

In this framework, a configuration of a Turing Machine is defined as a value of the
couple (mental state, information on the paper tape).

2.2. Turing Machine configuration, affordance and affordance-specifying information

Traditionally, Turing Machine architecture has been interpreted by symbolic systems theorists
as reflecting internal symbolic processing. Alternatively, Wells (1998, 2002) and some
computer scientists (de Oliveira et al., 2001) proposed that Turing Machine architecture refers
to organism-environment interaction. Information inputs coming from the paper tape depends
on the external environment, whilst the control architecture (writing, mental state, reading and
movement of the paper tape) reflects the activity of the organism.
Wells (2002) used the notion of configuration described above to define the notion of affordance. An affordance would be the interaction between information coming from the environment and the current mental state of the agent. Recently, this formalism was applied to a realistic situation of predation behaviour performed by an elementary animal (Morineau and Frénod, 2005). This last research showed that information read on the tape by an agent can be considered as patterns of affordance-specifying information, rather than as affordance per se. Whereas affordances exist independently in the environment, affordance-specifying information is picked up by the agent depending on its current mental state. This distinction was also introduced by Gaver (1991; see also McGrenere and Ho, 2000) to explain the possibility of hidden affordance or false affordance emerging from the incompatibility between affordance and information captured by the agent.

3. Turing Machine Task Analysis (TMTA)

According to Bubb (2006), work can be viewed as change of information. Information embedded in the work domain are read and modified by the action performed by the operator. This process can be considered as a Turing Machine process through which an agent produces a new order in information. Figure 2 shows the set up of a Turing Machine Task Analysis. This Turing Machine is composed of an agent that captures patterns of information coming from the affordances embedded in the work domain. This work domain is described through a matrix dividing the domain by system, subsystem and component and describing it through five functional points of view. The agent can operate on the domain through objective transformation, movements and change of mental state. These changes of mental state correspond to a mental navigation in the work domain through internal knowledge, or change of viewpoint on the environment.
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To model a task in this manner, TMTA needs to describe firstly, the work domain
secondly, patterns of information coming from the domain and thirdly, the operations done by
the agent to change the patterns of information in order to achieve a general goal.

3.1. The preliminary Work Domain Analysis
Following Rasmussen et al. (1994), and Vicente and Rasmussen (1990), we shall consider that
the functions described in the WDA represent a hierarchy of affordances. To describe these
functions, CWA proposes two dimensions: the Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) and the Part-Whole
Hierarchy (PWH). The Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) captures the means-ends relationship
between different functional descriptions of the domain. The lower levels of the hierarchy are
concrete descriptions of the domain components and the higher levels are abstract descriptions
of the same domain. Five levels of functionalities are described: physical forms (location &
appearance of objects), physical functions (functions associated with these objects), processes
(processes in which the objects are implemented), abstract functions (laws and principles
driving the subsequent processes), and general purposes (the fundamental purposes justifying
the presence of the work system). The second dimension describes the domain through a
structural decomposition or “Part-Whole” Hierarchy (PWH). The work domain is decomposed
in aggregated entities, called subsystems and components.

3.2. Patterns of information coming from the work domain
In articulation with the WDA, we propose to add a description of the set of patterns of
information that can be picked up from the work domain by an agent. We consider that a pattern
of information is composed of information coming from the cells of the AH/PWH matrix. Each
information can take a value between [0, 1, #] according to its relevance for the current task. At
the cell level, if the information fulfils the task goal, then it takes the value [1], otherwise 0. The
value [#] means a lack of information perceived as relevant for the task.

A first purpose of the TMTA is to assess the different patterns of information that can
come from the domain. If we consider that the agent can perceive the domain through only one
level of abstraction at a given moment, then the number of possible patterns of information would be $n^3$, with $n$ is the number of entities decomposed in the Part-Whole Hierarchy and 3, the number of possible values (0, 1 or #). This first step of task modelling gives the opportunity to highlight some contexts of work that can be considered as degraded. For instance, the pattern of information presented in table 1 shows a degraded work situation in a nuclear plant. At a given level of abstraction of the Abstraction Hierarchy, the system “water network” provides the information that a flow of water is on (value: 1), the subsystem “Valve” and its component “valve command” gives the information at their levels that they are closed (value: 0). Such an inherently contradictory pattern of information has been experienced by operators during the accident of the nuclear plant “Three Mile Island” (Burns and Hajducekiewicz, 2004).
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The exhaustive analysis of patterns of information coming from the domain should make it possible to envisage what context of work can be represented by each pattern and what operations must be engaged by the operator to cope with the context. These operations would consist in performing transformation(s) on the work domain, mentally navigating in the Abstraction Hierarchy for a better understanding of the situation and/or performing movement(s) to control the situation.

3.3. TMTA analysis of agent’s operation to change work patterns of information

We can consider that controlling the work situation consists in making change in the value of the information coming from the domain (Bubb, 2006). Three kinds of information changes can potentially be modelled in parallel through Turing Machine analysis:

- **Transformation**: It describes how the agent performs actual changes on the object of the work domain. It corresponds to writing on the paper tape in the Turing Machine formalism. It leads to concrete modification of the domain objects in order to attain the goal of the task. This
operation leads to giving the value [1] to information associated to the domain object concerned. A transformation modifies the state of an object of work, like cutting a piece of paper or locking a system. It leaves a print of the agent onto the environment.

- Change of mental state: The modification of an information value coming from the work domain can also be the result of a change of mind for the agent. This change allows for the cognitive reframing of the interaction experienced with the work domain by perceiving it from another point of view. Information that can have the value “0” at the physical function level could take the value “1”, strictly because the agent has navigated toward another level, like the process level. Researches using the Cognitive Work Analysis framework showed that operators mentally navigate through the Abstraction Hierarchy (Vicente, 2002; Vicente, Christoffersen, and Pereklita, 1995). When the agent does not find the information enabling him/her to progress in the task, a change of abstraction level occurs. For instance in degraded situation, to improve the understanding of the situation, such a change of level would mean rising through the Abstraction Hierarchy (Rasmussen, 1986). Conversely, anticipatory and planning activities lead the agent to go from high abstract level to more concrete level (Vicente, Christoffersen, and Pereklita, 1995).

To simplify the model, we will consider that this mental navigation is made simultaneously through all the components of the Part-Whole Hierarchy at a given level of the Abstraction Hierarchy. A mental state is characterized by the functional level in the AH to which it refers or by a mental state H, which is an exit of the domain caused by task success or renunciation.

- Movement of the agent in the environment: To change information value, the agent can perform movements applied on the domain objects. In the Turing Machine formalism, it corresponds to moving the paper tape. These movements concerns spatial change in the position of objects. Ego-centred movements can also be modelled by this manner (e.g. agent’s locomotion).

Note that the degrees of reversibility of these three kinds of operations on the objects of the domain differ. Change of mental state is the more reversible operation, followed respectively by movements and transformation on objects. In addition, note that the operation of reading the
paper tape in Turing formalism is always implicitly present through the perception of patterns of information.

4. Example of application: the door use

The use of a door is typically used to explain the concept of affordance in ergonomics (Gaver, 1991; Norman, 1988). Some doors provide visual cues given by the shape of the handle that are incompatible with the actual direction of movement needed (pull or push). In the next sections, we present the stages of a TMTA: the work domain analysis, patterns of information and their potentials meanings, and the simulation of an interaction with a particular door system. Finally, we propose a comparison between the TMTA and a classical sequential analysis with the HTA technique (Chang & Drury, 2007).

4.1. Work Domain Analysis of door system

We suggest that a door system is composed of subsystems: the door frame, and one or several door leaves. The leaf subsystems are composed of the locking and handle components. Our functional model (Abstract Hierarchy) is partly based on the recent classification made by Chang and Drury (2007).
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In our analysis (see table 2), we focused on the leaf subsystem as sufficient to allow the functioning of the system. The door presents a general functional purpose of closing and opening an entry. The door components are governed by laws of physics, mechanics, and sometimes automatics (in the case of automatically controlled doors). The leaf component specifically involves the laws of entropy which concern the air and substance exchanges that the door can prevent (fire and smoke diffusion for instance). The handle component is specified by ergonomic principles defining the way to open the door. The locking component depends on material or data coding laws depending on the locking process (key or automation).
The processes level of AH describes the door system through operating processes engaged to operate the leaf, handle and locking components. The processes are based on physical functions, i.e. equipment and features physically defining the door system. These devices are concretely available in an environment through locations and appearances as a physical form level of the Abstraction Hierarchy.

4.2. Analysis of patterns of information coming from door system

While sequential models of task focus on the hierarchies of goals or cognitive stages, TMTA rather analyses the meaning embedded in patterns of information specifying affordances coming from the work domain. Firstly, this approach requires taking into account all the patterns of information from the domain. In this example of the door system, we took into account the patterns of information constituted of one bit of information (0 or 1 value), and a specific pattern where no relevant information is displayed by the overall door system (symbol #). It means $2^3 = 8 + 1 = 9$ patterns of information.
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Secondly, we listed the meanings that each pattern of information can bring whether work situation is degraded or not (see Table 3). We notice that degraded situations can be caused by different contingencies: the door is hidden (hidden affordance), a lack of success in agent’s operations, or functional problems like wood swelling, leaf barred, or false information coming from a device (false affordance). Note that situations S5, S6 and S7 are strictly deficient. Components information (handle or lock) are in contradiction with information provided by the system from which they depend (the leaf subsystem). As can be seen in table 3, the perception of degraded situations can require a certain level of understanding that can be obtained by reaching more abstract levels in the AH.

To observe the impact of contingencies on the interpretation of the domain information by the agent, one can simulate a concrete interaction with a door through the TMTA.
4.3. Simulation of a typical problem in door task control

The task simulated consists of a door in a corridor. The door is composed of a leaf with a single vertical handle suggesting pulling for opening. However, the door requires a push action (Figure 3). We describe below a typical, but fictive sequence of task control on this kind of door with the Turing Machine operations involved (reading of patterns of information, transformation, change of mental state, movement). Note that for each next mental state, we propose a query that justifies the navigation through mental states (Table 4). The agent is not necessarily conscious of the queries. They can be implicitly embedded in the movements or transformations.
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Stage 1: In front of the door

In front of the door, the agent discovers the positions and forms of the door components. We suppose that the agent infers on the basis of door appearances (Physical Forms), that the lock function is activated. The handle and leaf devices yield information that the door system is closed (reading on the paper tape: 0, 0, 0). The agent's mental state stands at the level of physical forms in the AH (no change in Turing Machine state). The agent continues the approach on the door system (movement).

Stage 2: To open the locking system

At this stage (reading: #, 0, #), the agent has to solve a micro-problem that corresponds to the transformation of the state of the lock (transformation), through a hand rotation (movement). This situation leads the agent to rise in the AH through querying if the key component will work (change of state).
Stage 3: The locking system is open, the handle can be used.

Since the locking system has functioned well (reading: 0, 1, 0), the agent stands in the same mental state (physical function) and focuses on the handle physical function that affords the user to pull it (movement: to pull on the handle).

Stage 4: Despite the pull action, the handle does not work

The pull action does not enable to open the door (reading: 0, 1, 0). This problem leads the agent to go towards the higher AH level to understand the situation (Processes level – change of state). This mental navigation is done through the question “Is the effort generated sufficient to open the door?” The agent tries to answer this question through a stronger pulling action (movement to test the process).

Stage 5: Despite the stronger pulling action, the handle still does not work

The door stands in the same state (reading: 0, 1, 0). This situation requires navigating to the Abstract Function level, which corresponds to knowledge of the laws of door functioning (change of state). This frame of perception allows the agent to attempt to push the handle (movement to test another law that can govern the door).

Stage 6: The handle and the locking component are in states satisfying the opening of the leaf

Since the handle shows an efficient behaviour (reading: 0, 1, 1), the agent stands at the same mental state and interrogates the law of functioning of the leaf. “Will the leaf follow the handle behaviour?” The answer will be given through the continuous movement of the leaf with the handle. Note that this stage will certainly last a very short time.

Stage 7: The door is finally open

The reading of the pattern of information: “1, 1, 1” in this last mental state at the Abstraction Function level will lead to consider this door has a counter-intuitive system. This conclusion could be eventually stored in memory to warn the agent of this degraded situation. But this later cognitive process goes out of a task analysis based on affordance. The completion of the task leads the agent to go toward another task (movement) through the mental state H.
4.4. Comparison between TMTA and Hierarchical Task Analysis of door use

Chang and Drury (2007) also made a task analysis of the use of a hinged door (figure 4). The technique used was the Hierarchical Task Analysis, which can be classified as a sequential model of task based on a hierarchical network of goal and means-end relationship (HTA - Shepherd, 2001; Miller and Vicente, 2001). In brief, the main goals described are:
detect door and people, approach, evaluate situation (make a decision), interact with people and door, leave doorway. This model corresponds to a rational use of the door in the scope of the problem-solving paradigm. The door use is described within a cognitive sequence that is closed to the cognitive steps involved in the Rasmussen’s decision ladder (perception, evaluation-decision and action). But nothing leads to suppose that people follow this normative model to perform such a routine task. Our TMTA model does not impose such cognitive procedure. The user is in a given mental state and perceived a pattern of information with a content leading to trigger sensory-motor and cognitive operation. Each pattern of information can arise at whatever moment of the interaction with the door.
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Moreover, the HTA analysis separates high cognitive operations (e.g. “make decision” or “evaluate situational factors”) from sensory-motor operations (e.g. “approach”, “detect door”). However, it is clear that high cognitive and sensory-motor processes are performed in parallel during a skilled activity (Hoc and Amalberti, 1995). Parallelism is included in the TMTA.

Finally, the HTA depicted a procedure of door use without highlighting the possible degraded situations. To access to these situations, the analyst must realise an additional query about each step of the HTA model; like “Are devices visible to operator?” for the HTA step “4.1. Operate locking device” (figure 4). As we see above, the TMTA allows for eliciting degraded situations based on hidden or false affordances (Gaver, 1991), or on the sequence of
operations through unexpected feed-backs detected during the task. The TMTA bring the possibility to simulate degraded situations, which constitutes a significant support for the analyst.

5. Discussion

TMTA is a new manner to apprehend task. Patterns of information specifying affordances coming from the work domain and perceived by an agent are described in priority. It provides support for coping with previously unanticipated combinations of information coming from the work domain.

5.1. The contextual approach of task analysis embedded in TMTA

Our study suggests that HTA, like the Rasmussen’s decision ladder, is a sequential task model, whereas TMTA is a contextual one. But, one can argue that in the door use example, the model used was elementary, with a simple sequential plan (“Plan 0: Do 1-5 in order”). HTA analysis can be more complex, involving plans with logical loops triggered conditions satisfied in the environment (Stanton, 2006). These conditional plans can potentially represent task constraints coming from the context of work. Nevertheless, a fundamental difference between the TMTA and HTA approaches is their theoretical bases. HTA is based on “goal-directed behaviour comprising a sub-goal hierarchy linked by plans” (Stanton, 2006, p.58). TMTA is based on affordance-directed behaviour comprising information patterns coming from the work domain and triggering sensory-motor and cognitive operations, in order to achieve a general goal. This fundamental difference means that the HTA analyst looks for conditions that may trigger goals and sub-goals, whereas TMTA analyst looks for cognitive and sensory-motor operations allowing to control information coming from the work domain. Specifically, TMTA processes the contextual constraints described in the Work Domain Analysis as input to produce task constraints as output.

The importance of the context in task analysis has already been underlined through methods, like the Critical Decision Method (CDM - Klein and Armstrong, 2004). This technique is based on the construction of a timeline of an accident. Once the analyst has an
understanding of the incident, key phases or decision points are highlighted. A set of probes about goals, cue identification, expectancy, situation assessment etc. are used to query workers about the factors explaining these phases or decision points. The drawback of this method is that it qualifies the selected situation as critical from a normative point of view: the negative output produced by the accidental situation. Moreover, it is a post-hoc analysis that is not easily usable for designing of a new work system. Finally, this method does not aim at being exhaustive. It rather develops the qualitative analysis of several particular work situations.

Rather than relying on an analysis of strategies and knowledge effectively involved in the activity of an agent, the contextual approach in task analysis relies on the idea that the work domain requires different kinds of strategies and knowledge more or less available to the agent. Thus, Sturrock and Kirwan (1996) propose to map various prior types of knowledge with corresponding degraded circumstances of work, in order to improve the information displayed on interface. This approach is close to the mental navigation in the AH and PWH proposed in TMTA. Nevertheless, the Type Of Knowledge Analysis (TOKA - Sturrock and Kirwan, 1996) differs from TMTA mainly by the fact that TOKA does not integrate the dynamic effects of sensory-motor movement and transformation made simultaneously by the agent on the work domain.

In the domain of Human Error Identification (HEI), research pointed out the necessity to consider the dynamic and sensory-motor interaction between humans and devices (Stanton et Baber, 1996). The human-machine interaction is analysed as a cycle of operations creating a context for task performance and associated degraded situations. A major technique in this area is TAFEI (Task Analysis For Error Identification, Baber and Stanton, 1996; Stanton and Baber, 1996). TAFEI produced task-based scenarios by mapping human activity onto machine states. Three methodological components allow this mapping: Hierarchical Task Analysis to model the human activity, State-Space Diagram to model the machine states and Transition Matrices to describe the interaction between the two former models. This mapping leads to extract legal (normal) and illegal (degraded) transitions in the transition matrices.
Like TMTA, TAFEI gives the possibility to simulate scenarios of tasks and then offers predictions on degraded situations of work. These situations are the result of the sequence of interaction between the state of the operator activity and the state of work environment. Nevertheless, TAFEI inherits drawback associated to the Hierarchical Task Analysis technique that we have already noticed. The legal and illegal transitions that can emerge from a TAFEI analysis are conditioned by the normative procedure described through the Hierarchical Task Analysis technique.

More fundamentally, TAFEI analyses the interaction between a user and a particular machine, but not the interaction between a user and a domain of work. Work domain Analysis on which is based TMTA allows for describing an overall scope on which an agent can apply a general goal. For instance in the example of door task analysis, the domain of work can be concretely implemented through a lot of devices that satisfy the domain functions, like a car park barrier or a window through which the agent can eventually leave. The domain-based task analysis of TMTA provides the analyst with the possibility to analyse user interaction very early in the design process, as soon as the functions specifying the work domain of the object under design are defined. An articulation between the TAFEI and TMTA approaches could be an interesting development.

5.2. TMTA as a model of task in accordance with the Cognitive Work Analysis

Some authors had already proposed new models to replace the decision ladder for task analysis in the framework of the Cognitive Work Analysis. Higgins (1998) proposed a model based on goal-action cycles taken from Action Theory. It allows for describing an activity, like scheduling, that can be driven by sub-goals that are not yet included in a pre-defined global goal imposing a specific sequence of work. A cyclic unit of activity processes a sub-goal. The achievement of a sub-goal allows for processing a higher sub-goal and so on until a general goal is achieved. Despite the fact that this model provides an insight on how to overcome the limit of the procedural approach embedded in the Rasmussen’s ladder, it does not yield a deeper integration of ecological work constraints of the domain in the task modelling.
Miller and Vicente (1998) suggested a better articulation between work domain and task analysis. They modelled the task through a goal oriented graph (Plan/Goal Graph technique, PGG) which integrates work domain information. The goals and the means-ends relationship defined in PGG correspond to “means-ends” links between functions defined in the domain. This approach is interesting but leads to a technical problem. The model does not differentiate between the agent’s mental navigation through the domain knowledge and its action as such, performed in the environment.

CWA considers that respectively domain, task, strategies, socio-organisational aspects and operator’s competencies are sets of constraints included in each other. The elicitation of domain and task constraints provides the analyst with the degrees of freedom still available for defined strategies, work organisation and workers’ competencies required. The Turing Machine Task Analysis describes what can be done without consideration of how it can be done or by whom. The possibility to describe a task for which the number of human or automate agents and their respective roles are not defined, is in accordance with the CWA approach (Vicente, 1999).

5.3. Perspectives and limits of the TMTA method

Beside these contributions, the TMTA presents some difficulties in its application. The TMTA is a logical modelling requiring a particular effort of clear description of the task control, after completing a Work Domain Analysis which is also time-consuming. We applied the methodology to a basic and static domain. The study of systems with more complex structures and involving a strongly dynamic dimension must be conducted to judge the power of generalisation of this method. Rapidly, the exponential number of configurations to process could be a hindrance for task analysis.

Moreover, this method is very dependent on the possibility to decompose the domain in subsystems and components. This Part-Whole decomposition drives the definition of the relevant patterns of information. Tasks performed on an intentional domain, that is to say mainly driven by individual conceptual goals and not by the structure of devices seem a priori less easy to be described by this method (Hajdukiewicz et al., 1999; Wong, Sallis, and O’Hare,
1998). As Bub (2006) pointed out, Turing machine formalism fits the modelling of routine works dependant on skill triggering contexts. The fit will certainly be poorer for creative works that are less determined by the contingencies of the situation.

From a practical point of view, the definition of an actual technique for task analysis would require more precision on the manner to proceed. Two main points can be considered. Firstly, the information values that we attributed to each cell of the table describing the work domain are a simplification. In each cell of the AH/PWH matrix, more than only one function is often present. The scoring of each function would complicate the analysis, even though it is potentially possible. Secondly, the conditions determining the way the agent navigates in the Abstraction Hierarchy during the simulation of a task needs to be validated (top-down, stagnation or bottom-up navigation).

Nevertheless, we think that TMTA appears as a promising framework for task analysis. It seems able to model the concept of affordance-specifying information as an operational concept in ergonomics and cognitive engineering to deepen the understanding of situations of work. Moreover, this approach constitutes a methodological bridge between CWA and ecological psychology (Gibson, 1979; Gibson, 2003).
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Table 1: An example of degraded patterns of information coming from a nuclear plant flow system

(Information value = 0 means that the subsystem is closed,
Information value = 1, the subsystem is open)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Network System</th>
<th>Valve Subsystem</th>
<th>Valve Command Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: A General Work Domain analysis of a door system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Door System</th>
<th>Leaf subsystem</th>
<th>Locking component</th>
<th>Handle component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Purpose</strong></td>
<td>§ Closes and opens an entry</td>
<td>§ Prevents direct access to air and substance exchanges</td>
<td>§ Controls access</td>
<td>§ Facilitates access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract Function</strong></td>
<td>§ Physical forces</td>
<td>§ Mechanical and/or automatical laws of door action and control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Laws of entropy</td>
<td>§ Physical forces</td>
<td>§ Material or data coding and detection laws</td>
<td>§ Physical forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Operating process</td>
<td>§ Operating process</td>
<td>§ Force required to operate</td>
<td>§ Physical forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Movement direction</td>
<td>§ Movement direction</td>
<td>§ Material or data coding process</td>
<td>§ Ergonomic principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Force required to operate</td>
<td>§ Force required to operate</td>
<td>§ Handle command and control processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Isolation process of building materials</td>
<td>§ Isolation process of building materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Function</strong></td>
<td>§ Equipment of action power</td>
<td>§ Equipment of action power</td>
<td>§ Equipment of action power</td>
<td>§ Equipment of action power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Door features (dimensions, weight, ...)</td>
<td>§ Lock features</td>
<td>§ Control-Command equipment</td>
<td>§ Handle features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>§ Isolation equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td>§ Control-Command equipment</td>
<td>§ Control-Command equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Form</strong></td>
<td>§ Location and appearance</td>
<td>§ Location and appearance</td>
<td>§ Location and appearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3: Examples of possible meanings coming from the perception of patterns of information in the work domain.

Degraded situation requires the agent to change mental state and consequently navigate into the Abstraction Hierarchy of the domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Pattern</th>
<th>Work Domain</th>
<th>Possible meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaf Subsystem</td>
<td>Locking Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: The symbol 0 means information relevant for the task but not satisfying the task goal. The symbol 1 means information relevant for the task and satisfying the task goal. The symbol # means a lack of information perceived as relevant for the task. In italics, the AH levels typically involved in the perception of degraded situations are shown.
Table 4. An example of opening task sequence with a pushing door and a handle apparently affording a pull action scheme (see figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Stage</th>
<th>Leaf subsystem</th>
<th>Locking Component</th>
<th>Handle Component</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Current Mental State</th>
<th>Next mental state</th>
<th>Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Physical Forms</td>
<td>Physical Forms Where and what are the components of door?</td>
<td>Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>turns the key</td>
<td>Physical Forms</td>
<td>Physical Functions The key will work?</td>
<td>Hand rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Physical Functions</td>
<td>Physical Functions The handle will work?</td>
<td>Pulls on the handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Physical Functions</td>
<td>Processes Effort generated enough?</td>
<td>Pulls on the handle more strongly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Abstract Functions Is it the right law of handle functioning?</td>
<td>Pushes on the handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Abstract Functions</td>
<td>Abstract Functions The leaf functioning follows the handle functioning?</td>
<td>Pushes on the leaf via the handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Abstract Functions</td>
<td>H What else?</td>
<td>Goes through the doorway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The decision ladder proposed by Rasmussen (1986)
Figure 2. Articulation between the Turing Machine processing control task and Abstraction-Decomposition Space describing the Work Domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Subsystem 1</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Purpose</strong></td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract Function</strong></td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generalised Function</strong></td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Function</strong></td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Form</strong></td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
<td>[0,1,#]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. An example of door suggesting a pull action scheme
Figure 4: The Hierarchical Task Analysis of the door system proposed by Chang and Drury (2007)